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Introduction
The development of a new space transportation system in a climate of constant budget cuts
and staff reductions can be and is a difficult task. It is no secret that NASA's current launching
system consumes a very large portion of NASA funding and requires a large army of people to
operate & maintain the
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Embedded Sensor Technology is the application of fiber optic technology to filament
wound composites. The fiber optics are placed with the composite where data on the product is
monitored. The tree chart below gives and overall picture of the application for Embedded Sensor
Technology
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Friction Stir Welding is a new welding process that welds using heat that is generated by
friction from a speciality tool as it is run along the joint that is to be welded. The process takes
place using a milling machine. The joint to be welded is fixtured into the machine and the tool is
run along the joint literally "stirring the metal together'' with not a great deal of melting. The tree
chart above shows the current status of this unique process.
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Rapid Prototyping(RP) is simply, a process that takes the designer's ideas fi'om a CAD
drawing and converts them directly to a visual or usable part. The process is basically the same
for all the RP systems on the market today. Computer software cuts or" slices the part on the
screen. The RP unit then layers each slice one on top the other and builds the part. The tree chart
below gives a good picture of the future for Rapid Prototyping.
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Thermal Spray Coating is used to deposit metal, ceramic or a combination of materials to
coating or from near net shape structures. Coating applications can include thermal resistance,
wear resistance, con'osion protection and is being considered for high pressure LOX
compatibility. The tree chart below gives a good picture of the future for development of Thermal
Spray Coating.
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VPPAW¢lding is the process currently being used for welding of the space shuttles'
external tank. It is a proven technology but current projects are underway to improve the process.
The tree chart below gives some information relating to the continued development and use of
VPPAWclding.
Summary
This project looked at six technologies under consideration for the RLV project.
Concurrent Engineering, Embedded Sensor Technology, Rapid Prototyping, Friction Stir
Welding, Thermal Spray Coatings and VPPA Welding. The current TRL's shown was were
developed based on the following criteria. 1) Current State of Art for the technology, 2) Why this
application, 3) The Technology Potential, and 4) How Do We Get There?
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